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SECRET

PALESTINE SETTLEMENT

FL A;
V

During a discussion about the Egyptian

dealiaag with H.I. Charge d'Affaires on October 3,

-̂(Beirut telegram Ho. 731) the Lebanese President suggested

* that the West should make a .spectacular move on Palestine

if they wished to recover the initiative. He added that

it would be necessary to go back for a basis to the 19̂ 9

Lausanne proposals which had been accepted by both Jews

and Arabs.

2 . 1 attach a Note on the Lausanne negotiations. The

only proposal which was "accepted by both Jews and Arabs"

was the Protocol on which the discussions were based.

.(Paragraphs k to 6 of the attached note). The Lebanese •

President'ac.adTLae is therefore^ tantamount to saying that

both sides should accept the UN. Partition Resolution as

a starting point for negotiating a Palestine Settlement.

3. The Iraqi Prime Minister commonly takes the same

position. It is, however, extremely unlikely that we

could induce the Israelis to agree. They accepted the

19U9 Protocol with reservations; and in the subsequent

negotiations they behaved as though they had not

accepted it. Since 19U9 Israel has become more firmly

established and the U.H. Resolutions on Palestine more

distant. The 'Israelis would not repeat their opening

performance at Lausanne. In any case, the proposals

that we have worked out/vkad̂ eê  derived from the

Resolution.

k. I attach a draft letter to Beirut.

**

a.

(G. G. Arthur)
October 5, 1955
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1SL NEGOTIATIONSBETVyEEN THE ARAB STATES AM) ISRAEL
' ' AT LAUSANNE, III 19H-9.

A.

B.

G.

U.IT. Resolution number 19k (III) of December 11,

For a.proper understanding of the Lausanne Negotiations,
we must recall U.N. Resolution number 19*4- (HE) of December 11,
19*4-8. Its main provisions were as follows:-

(a) The establishment of the Palestine Conciliation .
Commission. (P. C. C. )

(b) The instruction to the P.G.C, to assist the
Governments and authorities concerned to achieve a
final settlement of all outstanding questions.\
(c) The re-affirmation of the proposal that
Jerusalem should be placed under a permanent
international regime.

(d) An endorsement of the right of refugees to return
to their homes if they wished, or to compensation if
they did not.

THE ARMISTICE AGREEMENTS THE P.C.C.

2. The "Armistice Agreements between Israel and her Arab
neighbours were signed during the first half of 19*4-9.
Meanwhile, the P.C.C. held conversations with the Arab and
Israel Governments and finally invited them to send delegations
to Lausanne to co-operate with the Commission in thfiirwork of
conciliation. Israel and her four neighbours accepted the
invitation: Iraq and Saudi' Arabia diinot. The Lausanne
meetings opened on April 2? and continued, with a break from-
July 1 to July 18, until September 15, 1949.

So u.fl kt°
3. The Israelis s-offt separate and direct discussions with
each of the Arab states. The Arabs insisted on dealing with
the Commission as a bloc. In these circumstances, direct
negotiations were' not possible, and views were exchanged through
P.C.C.

THE. PROTOCOL. .OF. .MAIL 12 >

*4-. In order to provide a basis for the discussions, the
P.C.C. induced all the parties to sign a Protocol which
proposed "that the working document attached hereto be taken
as a basis for discussions with the Commission". The Protocol
continued:- "The interested delegations have accepted this
'proposal with the understanding that the exchanges of views
which will be carried on by the Commission with the two parties
will bear upon the territorial adjustments necessary to the
above -indicated objectives."

5. The working document annexed to the Protocol was a map
showing the boundaries as defined in the U.N. Partition
Resolution of November 29, 1947.
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6. When signing the Protocol, the Israel representative
reserved his Government's position on the matters afr issue.
By- this he confirmed that he meant that the Israel delegation
reserved, its right "to reject parts of the boundaries set out
in the partition plan and to propose others, but that the
partition plan would be adhered to. as a point from which to
work." . . . ' .

JERUSALEM. , , ' . ; • •• '• . '

7. On this question the P.C.C. ,was bound by a specific
directive in Resolution number 19I|. (ill). The position of
the par-y.es to the dispute^ may be summed up in the following
extractj^tTae P.G.C. report on the negotiations :-

(a)

"The Arab delegations showed themselves, in-
general., prepared to accept the principle of an
international regime for the Jerusalem area, on
condition that .the United Nations should be in a
position to offer the necessary guarantees regarding
the stability and permanence of such a regime".

(b) .The Israelis

"From- the beginning, however, the Government of
Israel, ...while recognizing that the Commission was
b ound by General A ssembly . re soluti on I9k ( III ) , d
declared itself unable toisiceept the establishment of
an international regime for the city of Jerusalem;

. it did, however, accept without reservation an
international regime for, or the international control
of, the Holy Places in the City."

REFIJGESS. • ' • -

8. The Arabs opened by insisting that Israel should accept
the repatriation principle set forth in Resolution 191]. (Ill)
The Israelis refused to accept this principle.

9. The Israelis and the Arabs themselves put forward the
two following proposals-Jof refugees :-

(a) The. Israeli Proposal.

The -Israelis declared that if the Gaza area
were incorporated in Israel, the Government of Israel
would b© prepared to accept, as citizens of Israel,
the -entire Arab population of the area, both
inhabitants and refugees, provided that they received
such international aid as would be available for
refugee resettlement in general.

(b) jghg__Arab Proposal. '

/ The Arabs proposed the immediate return of the
refugees whose homes were in the territories under
Israel authority which had formed part of the Arab
State according to the U.H. Partition Resolution.

/10.
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SMther of the above 'proposals was accepted by the
.other side. '-•- -•--- --

11. In the second phase of the negotiations, the Israelis
said that their Government would be prepared to accept the
re ton to Israel, in its present limits, *3drflOO,000
refugees, provided, that:- "*

. N
(a) This ofrtiMg formed part of a comprehensive
plan for the settlement of the entire refugee
problem, and
(b) that the repatriation would be put into
effect only as a integral part of a general and
final peace settlement;

(c) that the Government of Israel reserved the
right to resettle the repatriated refugees in
specific areas.

12. The P.,0.0. itself decided that this proposal was
unsatisfactory, and communicated it to the Arabs unofficially
only. The Arabs accepted it solely on the understanding that

it applied exclusively to those refugees who originated in
areas allocated to Israel by the U.K. Partition Resolution:
and even then they demanded territorial compensation, over and
above the Hesolution in question for those refugees of that
particular class who did not return to Israel.

"13,. In subsequent exchanges the Arabs said they would be
ready to study the resettlement of those refugees who did
not return to the territory allocated to Israel in the
U.U. Partition Resolution; and Jordan and Syria said that
they would receive refugees originating from those territories
who >did not return to their homes. The Israelis maintained
that the "solution of the refugee problem was to be sought
primarily in resettlement in Arab territories."

TERRITORIAL QUESTIONS

14. The Arabs began by demanding the return of all territories
controlled by Israel which had been allocated to the Arabs in
the U..H. Partition Hesolution. The Israelis, notwithstanding
their signature of the Protocol, rejected this proposal as
unrealistic.

15. The Israelis then proposed that the boundaries between
Israel and Egypt and Lebanon should be the same as the
Mandatory boundaries:, i.e.,, that; Gaza should be ceded to them
(paragraph 9 above). -The boundary betwe'en Israel and Jordan
should be the -Armistice -line "subject to certain modifications
13 the ̂ interests of both parties", Their first proposal for
the boundary with Syria is not clear.

/16.
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16. The Arabs retorted "by claiming all territories
"allotted to'them-under the U.l. Partition Resolution,
the BegeTsr'and Eastern Galilee. ~"*" • --

17. The Israelis then claimed that all areas falling
within their control under the terras of the Armistice
.Agreement should formally be recognized as Israeli territory.
The'P.d.G. replied that j& reference to the Armistice
Agreements in connection with a final settlement^ was out
of court, since those agreements specifically provided &&v
the rights etc., of the parties were not prejudiced.

n

18. The P.C.-C. finally informed both Arabs and Israelis
that "their proposals exceed the limit of what might be
considered 'adjustments' of the map attached to the
Protocol*1. (See C above).

1-9. The Arabs replied that they still adhered to the
terms of the Protocol and that it was up to the P.C.C. to
state the extent to which it considered Arab territorial
demands excessive. They ?;]"tailed the Commission to
present its own proposals-^

20., The Israeli reply was completely rigid. In a '
letter of October 27, 1914-9» *o tiie P.C-C. *b-e Israeli
delegation stated that "The Government of Israel now
asserts its title to the territory over which its
authority is actually recognized*.. Although some of
the invading Arab* armies- still stand on the soil of
Palestine, Israel is'not advancing any further territorial
claims. But of the territory now constituting the State
of Israel, there can be no cession."

,. tO-
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Mr. Graham telephoned last night to say

that the Prime Minister had asked aTaont the

'**19̂ 9 Lamsanne Proposals" 'mentioned in paragraph

2 of Beirut telegram No, 731 of October 3 (copy

attached at flag A). V \. l°i

I attach a draft to No. 10.

Private Seeretsefy first.

.

(P.H. Latirenee)

Qctoler 6. 1955.

<'*
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PROM. BEIRUT TO FOREIGN OFFICE

Cypher/OTP

Mr. Scott

OctolDer 3, 1955

PjjDIATE ' • '
CONFIDENTIAL

D, 8.16 p.m. October^, ;1955
R. 8.58 p.m. October-3, 1955

Addressed to Foreign Office telegram Na. 731 of October 3.
Repeated for Information .to Amman

Cairo
Benghazi
Jedda

• . Ankara
Karachi

Damascus.
Tel Aviv
Bagdad

., Tripoli
Tehran
B.M.E.O.

U.K.T.C. Khartoum
and Saving to Paris . Moscow

Washington .New York (U.K.Del,)
Bahrain

My telegram No, 728.

I sought interview with the President this morning and
spoke as instructed. The President said-that he entirely agreed
with Her Majesty's Government's views, but was anxious to know
what we were going to do next.

2. He speculated on the situation as follows: The Egyptian
deal should he seen in the context of the Arab-Israel dispute.
It was.up-to the 'test to make a "spectacular move" if they wished
to recover the Initiative. It would not "be enough to take
negative action such as.cutting off aid, military and economic, to
Egypt; that would only make things worse. The Dulles proposals
were all right as far as they went, "but did not catch public
imagination. , It would be necessary to go back for a basis to
the 19̂ 9 Lausanne proposals which had been accepted by both
Jews and Arabs, Starting from there, it was by no means hopeless
to achieve a settlement not [sic] a peace ?/hich would .give
reasonable satisfaction to Arabs on compensation, boundaries,
repatriation and the rest. These problems should be handled
together and not one by one.

3. He thought that, even if this approach was successful,
normal relations would not be established "between the Arab
States and Israel; but a state of affairs would be reached which-
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Beirut, telegram N < I

- 2

vrould fee far "better than the present one. It would however still
be necessary for the. Arab States to build up their defences to
"normal levels". In the case of The Lebanon, this would' mean one
division, with all the necessary arias, and armaments, that that
implied; in the case of Syria three divisions; and an appropriately
"balanced force for Egypt,

i. The President then ranged wider afield and said that he
wished Iraq were afele to rsach some kind of accommodation with
-Syria. He said that he knew French policy was against this, and
he knew what our poltcy was . But Iraq would do nothing unless
urged to act. He asked whether we could find some means of
stopping Saudi -Arabia from spending; so much money in Syria; in
that case the Syrians themselves would turn towards Iraq. Saudi
Arabia .was, for its ovm selfish and very short-sighted purposes
and also because of fear of the Hashemites (stronger than their
fear of possible Russian penetration), spending large sums of
money in Arab countries and buying over a substantial fraction
of opinion,

5. The President remarked that it looked as: if Syria also
might do an arras deal with Russia. The Syrians, like the
Egyptians, were disatisf.ied with the West both because they had
not received sufficient arms from them, and because they could not
find satisfactory markets for their exports.

6. I asked the President whether his Minister for Foreign
Affairs was correctly reported in today's press as saying that
The Lebanon also would accept Russian, arms if offered. The
President denied this. The Russians had made no offer and if they
did The Lebanese answer -was ready - there was no money with which
to buy Russian arms. At the same time the President complained
that the only markets for the increasing Lebanese production of
fruit lay behind the Iron Curtain*

Foreign Office pass Priority to Cairo and Routine to
Benghazi, Jedda, Tripoli, -Ankara, Tehran, Karachi, B.M.E.O. and
U.K.T.C. Khartoum as my telegrams Nos. 152, 8,. 26, 7, 37, 51, 8,
172, and 12 and Saving to Paris, Moscow, 'Washington, New York
(U.K.Del.), and Bahrain as my telegrams Nos. 30, 3, 3̂ , IV, and
7 respectively. " ' •

[Repeated to Cairo, Benghazi, Jedda, Tripoli, Ankara, Tehran,
B.M.E.O,, U.K.T.C. Khartoum and Saving to Paris. Moscow
Washington, lew York UKDEL and Bahrain J. . ,

• ' 7 I9W sent to Telegraph Section C.R.O. for repetition to
•Karachi J. ADVANCE COPIES:

FFFFF Sir H. Caccia
Mr. Shuckburgh

Private Secretary
Head of Levant Department
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The Chancery
BIIRUTi- •

From:

Levant Dept.

Copies to:

Amman,
Damascus,
Cairo,
Tel Aviv,
Baghdad,
Jedda,
Tripoli,
Benghazi,
B.M.E.O.,
Pails-,
Washington,
Hew York.

F'.O.P.

G
Dear Chancery,

r
We were interested to see from / / /

paragraph 2 of your telegram No. 731 of

October 3, that the President' of the

"Lpbanon advises us to make a spectacular

move towards a: Palestine Settlement on

the basis of the 1914-9 Lausanne proposals
u »»

which were accepted by both Jews and Arabs.

2. As far -a,s we know, the only

proposal put':;f orward at' Lausanne and

accepted by both parties was the Protocol

of May 12, 19̂ -9* on which the subsequent

discussions were supposed to be based.

The Protocol proposed "that the working,

document- attached hereto be taken as a

basis for discussion with the (Palestine

Conciliation Commission)"; and its

instrument of acceptance read "The

interested delegations have accepted this

proposal with the understanding that the

exchanges of' views which will be carried

on b y the Commission with the/two

parties will bear upon the territorial

adjustments necessary to the above-indicated

objectives."

3. The working document annexed to the

Protocol was a map showing the boundaries

between the Arab and Jewish States^, as

defined in the U.N. Partition Resolution

of November 29, 19147.

h. The President's advice/therefore
L^- — " - ' " — ' - '

is ̂tantamount to saying that both

should accept the 19 -̂7 Resolution as a

/starting
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starting point in negotiations for a

Palestine-Settlement. This theme is a

familiar.- one of the Ira<gl Prime 'Minister.
f i

'Unfortunately, we see little prospect of

inducing the Israelis to repeat their

Lausanne performance. Even at that, time

they -subjected' ,thel.r acceptance, of the .-.-

Protocol to certain reservations; and -in
t *i "

, the subseguen-t-n.ago,t±atio;B£ they behaved,

as though they; had not accept eft-it at aia.-

Sinee-'that .Jt±me., >• Israel-: ha-S become .8jjor«., .

firmly3 e-s-tabilcLshed &&& the ; u> I. . Re solutl ons

o n Pai^^tiiiae jjiore di-srtant* _,._ . . . . — • -
l)r - 'eevw>

5.

negotiations f er; ar , settlement -no\J h would , ',

be • f-or: bot-h- Israelis -and. A-r.abs to acknowledge

that they, must ma^e- can as salon's f r-otn- tiie.lr

respective.; s'tarting^irdiiEta:,' "%hp-; Arabs -from' .

ttel'19^71' Resolutiofi-/-. a-nd cthe: itsmelis- f-r-oci

their ''claim/ tidrtheir^picese.ttt 'fr;onti-,e-rs-. • • ; "

tc v
Yours ever,

LEVANT ' DEPARTMENT.
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'V

The Arab / Israel Dispute

If the object of foreign policy lî Eô remove

suspicion, the Middle East policy of Her Majesty*>s

Government and the other Great Powers, and above all

of the United Nations, has been an outstanding failure.

(2) Fear and suspicion are the driving forces

behind the policies of both sides. The Jordanians

cannot forget, and expect another, Qibya. The Egyptians

still smart under their defeat in the war with Israel

and expect a second encounter with the same result.

The^Israelis, after centuries of persecution see danger

lurking behind every boundary stone and pride themselves

on the success of their policy of retaliation. These

•mutual suspicions are grossly exaggerated, partly because

.fear is an irrational counsellor, and partly to forward

the scheming of politicians. But because of'piem, every

proposal for a solution of the dispute, however simple,

will meet with opposition, the Governments concerned

fearing that acceptance will weaken their bargaining

.positions either against their, enemy or with their friends.

(3) I have become convinced that it is an error

to base our policy on the assumption that a package deal

will, remove suspicion, because no deal is likely to

succeed-unless the suspicion has first been removed.

In other words, any early attempt to make progress on

the issues outlined in Mr Dulles' statement of August 26,

would /
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•jf

would make tiaeiP/^eyepalsoliitiQi less likely.

Furthermore, the present situation over arms supplies

makes any approach towards a solution on these lines

dangerous as ..well as'-impractical. ( ; ••. . •

(4) There are, however, three steps which in the

:Short term, and in isolation, can and,should be taken

to improve the situation; and any improvement would

bring in its train a -relaxation of tension.

(a) rfhe Johnstoi! flan for the Jordan Waters

It is aneconomic plan, which has few political

implications. It benefits both Jordan and Israel

(especially the former) and affects Egypt in no

particular. If Egypt gave her nod the plan could

start to-morrow, but Nasser suspects that if he

nodded, Nuri would use the nod to his own advantage,

and that aftep the experience<pf the Arab Graduates

Conference in Jerusalem the Lebanese might be on

Rurifs side. :

(b) Frontier Bolicing and Local QoaiBanders1 Agreements

Ixcept in the Jerusalem sector there is no

contact between opposing'Commanders, and nowhere is

there (as I should prefer t© see) contact between

opposing police forces. A large part of the

frontier problem arises from banditry, petty thieving

and murder gangs instigated by Communist and other

influences. -Ho responsible Commander on either

side excuses such incidents. It is common sense

that /
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that, the police forces should co-operate, but as

the frontiers ape under the command of the military,

neither side,will delegate control to the police.
^•eSkouU />!-/•.$ i

I believe that for more Local Commanders' Agreements

si?, and in addition try to secure,

co-operation between opposing police.forces.
•*

(c) Mount Scopus WarCemetery

This is a very small matter but one in which

Parliament has a deep.interest. I believe that

agreement has now been reached on this, so that the

cemetery will shortly be cleared of mines and booby

traps and decently eared for, :Th& effect may not

be great but it should decrease suspicions in the

. ( Jerusalem sector.

(5) In considering; a solution in the longer term,

I believe that Jordan holds the key position:

(a) .The majority of the refugees are quartered

within her frontiers.

(b) Jhereis; less bitterness between the Israeli

.and Jordan; Governments than between, Israel, and

• the other;Arab States. Equally, Jordan is

not greatly involved in the jealousies which

.. . . divide the,:Arab League. • ''
:- Cc) A.Local..,Commanders' Agreement is already

operating in,one sector of the frontier,

(d) The British-officered Arab Legion is the

soundest and best disciplined force in the

. Middle East.

(e) /

'-•us '.„..,. J
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/-"•s

(©) I found considerable sympathy both in Israel

and Egypt with some of Jordan's difficulties.
(6) There are two further facts which must toe

borne in mind: . ... .

(a) The Jordan river seems to me the only defensible

frontier. Incidents are inevitable so long as
.*

troops face each other on a frontier that is at

places unmarked'and is throughout indefensible

militarily OP logically.

(b) The deep cleavage within Jordan between the

inhabitants on either side of the Piver, neithep /

.group trusting and both blaming the other: on the

east bank they fear the refugee vote and despise

the West Jordanian military capacity; on the west

bank the rumour has been sedulously fostered that

. the government on the east purposely mismanaged

the discussions on partition and fixed the armistice

line to the west's disadvantage.

(7) We should therefore, in iiy view, work for a

demilitarisation of the whole area lying west, of the,

Jordan and entrust the duty of policing it to some

international authority, either the United Nations or

the parties to .the 1950 declaration,.; The Arab Legion

would be withdrawn 'ê st of the Jordan and Israel would

no longer need to keep forces in the area of the narrow

(8) /
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(8) A solution on these lines would:

(a) be in the spirit of the 1947 United Nations

Resolution to place Jerusalem and Bethlehem under

international administration. Jordan will never

accept the Resolution as it stands at present; but

: she looks.forward to increasing revenue from
.*

tourists and pilgrims to the Boly Land and has

everything to gain from peaceful conditions in that

area:

(b) : allow the villages on tfcie Jordan side of the

demarcation line to recover land on the other side.

From ray talks .with .Sharett and Colonel Herzog
• ' • . ' ' • • . t

; ... (Israeli Commander of the Jerusalem sector) 1

believe that Israel.would-be'willing to allow

this, especially if the,Jordanians traded the

Latrun salient in return. (The salient, whose

value is.: even now problematical, would after

demilitarisation serve no useful purpose at all):

(e) possiblf lead to access by the Jordanians to

the. port of Haifa, which the Israelis'in these

circumstances could: .safely allow.

(:9.) I realise .that such a solution involves great./ • '
difficulties of "salesmanship'1' to the United Nations or

the three powers, to the Jordanians^and the Israelis.

On the other hand " :

(a) i General Burns1 great handicap at present is

that he has neither troops nor police under his

command /
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command; there is always.a risk that ai incident

'. . , • ,may lead to open conflict. The new military

obligations of the policing powers would be far

.• smaller than those to which they would be committed

in the event of a renewal of Arab/Israeli conflict,

(b) Without^loss.of sovereignty, the Jordanians

would be relieved of an .impossible military

commitment; I an confident that the British\ ' '
officers in the Arab Legion would support withdrawal

* across the Jordan. With a solution of the frontier

village problem and access to the Mediterranean, the

Jordanian economy would be strengthened. This in

its turn would halp to solve the refugee problem.

(e) Although the Israelis would prove stubborn

over Jerusalem (about which they are intractable

and have extravagant claims) they have nothing to

lose except a few fertile fields which their leaders

told me they are prepared to surrender. The present

continual threat of hostilities will eventually so

drain their manpower away from development as to

cause a failure of the Zionist experiment. The

character and history of these tense and brittle

people makes them hard bargainers, but they have

no suicidal tendencies where their economic future

is at stake.

(1Q) Whatever the difficulties involved, they will

always.be less than those involved in selling the Dulles

package /
,OvVQJS.X
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package. Moreover, progress on tiae above' lines would

create an atmosphere in wiaicia several issues:-composing

the package could profitably be tackled.

H. H. Tupton

September 29, 1955

SECRETARY

Copies to: Lord Reading

Sir3 I.. Cassia

Ir. Sbuckburgia

Mr. Pink

Levant Dept.

African Best,
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1077/87/550
jgnfidential

BASSY

OMfober 6, 1955

M«

Further to Damascus telegram Fo.333 of September 1
about the Pakistan Minister's approach to the Syrian
Prime Minister, the Pakistan Minister called to see the
Ambassador on September 28 in the course of a two-day
visit to Amman.

2. He told the Ambassador that he had spoken to the
Under-Seeretary at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (as
he had not been able to see the Prime Minister at such
short notice) about Mr. Dulles1 statement. ê had
taken the line that Pakistan was entirely sympathetic
to the Arab cause and wanted to concert with the Arabs
a joint reaction to the statement and- had said that
Pakistan took the view that it would be unwise to give
a purdly negative response, which would forfeit much
international sympathy for the Arabs. The Under-
secretary apparently had been sympathetic to this
point of view.

3« In response to the Minister's enquiry, the
Ambassador gave his views on the present political
situation in Jordan and the attitude of the Jordan
Government towards the Johnston Plan. The Ambassador
urged him to do anything he could, in conversation with
Ministers and other Jordanians, to give them the courage
and ©onfidence to accept the Johnston proposals which,
as they all realized, would be greatly to Jordan's
benefit. I± is doubtful, however, whether the Minister
was unable to do anything further on this visit as he
was leaving early next morning. He hopes to make a
longer visit in the near future.

k» I am sending copies of this letter to the
Chanceries at Beirut and Damascus and to the United
Kingdom High Commission, Karachi.

E.M. Rose, Ssq. , CMS.,
Foreign Office,

LONDON, S.W.I.
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1076/323)

M*j
JkjJ'J1*ttel* &f October 7 to Beirutt levant Btpurtwint
1 that there was little pveapaat ©f indtteiag the

• w* • i "*»: ^® ̂ ^ e *d negotiations ea the sans baste us that
TOico tfety aai the Arabs aeeepttt in the Xdrasafeae protocol of
May 121 1914,9*

?? -r1 ****«^l*h *&®* Tiew. I fio not. s«@ how we oea expeet
trit Isratlis so to coi^gromlsi their potitioa ®e to agjp*« in
effeet to tatct the SultsMl Rations »aol«ttle,as a® m starting
paint la nsgstiations* It ie nsverthelssa tru® that tfeej did
aaoept JUi® IE 19%ft thaagh thay P«id little eaomgh rsgavd to
the Protoaol in the asgat tat lima *i«fe folloutt* flit Protocol
is thus the laitt e3caa»ple of a consaon doetisiesat ngret4 OB toy both
Awtbe »na J»a?m«lisi and it might b® urgm^d that m t*»w start
ean few s«ae fro« it whieh would involv* no loss sf rao®# Any
dsvies which might sake it possible for aagatiatiaaa to start
again ia worth ti?yiagt ana ths »ee«j?t®i«se of a®g»tiati©a« by

5* I wornter t&et»tf**8*e mfttether ^am thiak it oigfet
1st® paasiala ts i»am©» the Israelis to aiga again (if
with fall ytsemnetioas to m^gmv& thslr pr»ae»t
i»!» dCNranstnt lifts ths Imiii«na» proto«ol» 1 hopa'ywi will be

011 this 9»int iafamally without rsvealing that yem ha-ro
reaaiTed ®ay instmatioiia or that the Arabs haw been thinking
otwr the questian*

with .. _ ,
to .«* (ast

a of this Isttsr to 8«att in Btivat*
atter 1T«, llf 1/37/51 sf ©etsber 7

(d »A

til Mriv
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VK.l07fc33.Zf
14th

Of fie© S4fIW, about
E®latioaa

3* We dioelded not to pustS' 011 th« »nel,©«mp« to th»
Paki&t«m aatfe,oriti®s "but to its® th0 material in it to
ti«y a»<l find oat wh.«ther they h«4 aay fuyth»r

3*©actlon« to th#

3, J eee«|»dl»gly w®at to see S»jjM Hf<i0r <m October'
12th « He vimfivsatd. that'ao Jtewtb eimiiiry had y»t tak«n up •

flxm lino aitd tfeottght that the
djl9<m8|i>«d at th» current ii»«ting in Cftiro of the

Fo-p»lgii Itnist^a. Jteeer^iing to hi a Inf0«astton
the Mlitl«t0r® W0X4I l|:k»ty to p©j*ot th® ppopo«ml's» It
had alw«y»" %eea as ^peH qu»§tlozt wh®t^®i» th»y ha-d'«T@r had ^
'any eh®K©«.^f »e«@ptan«e and he d<pb^aH*h»th©«i* the nws of-
th« Sgyp*tiffi® &»* deal with ^«»^468l<3%«S;I« w<mia af t »et th©

a©eiai«»» ' fh« rwil troubl® was that b©»t of .th*
3u«a«I«ME*® ia th© preadat Arab Voi*l<! ha4 th®
ft I*a4* thty w«r« thfx«f<»r*

«one«*»i«na» whteh th*
ma fnough JMWIIKM to r«jlNst tb««

that all this wm» Tery

to
th®
t© H» fully

4. 'I an
British Mi dll© »st

this l«tt«r to th* C3iaiie»ry at
Dffien*

.W.l,

ed/S*
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&0/<0/•

/other

Following lip my conversations with the Yugoslav
authorities basel cm-y®ur telegram No.&<?ife*ô i asked
tfee Acting Secretary0 of State to-day whether the
Yugoslav Soverrment had foiled m$ views ̂about \
Mr. Dulles' proposals for diminishing t en-sion in the
Middle East. I pointed out that the situation had
l̂ een made mmeh more dangerous by the Czechoslovak and
Soviet offer of anas. This was hardly a contribution
to a diminution of world tension. Apart from being
an extremely irresponsible act in itself, it had naturally
caused us to doubt the sincerity of Soviet attachment
to wiaat was n@f called *the Geneva spirit11. I hoped
that Tito on his visit to Egypt in a month or so would
use his influence to support the Dulles proposals and
so help to remove one of the greatest dangers to
world peace. I had also tak@ith@ opportunity when
Vice-President Kardelj was dining with me last night
to speak to him on similar lines, and the point could
uselully be driven home when lie visits London next
month. Tito afcill, I imagine, exercises* quite a
considerable influence on ffasser.

Both Kardel j and Mieunovic took the point and
agreed that the recent Czech and Soviet initiatives
were not helpful. They pointed out however that the
Yugoslav Government could hardly take too definite
a line on the Dulles proposals before the Arab and
Israeli Governments wfe® were directly concerned.
They also argued not unnaturally, that toe accession
of Iran to the Mildle East Defence Paet fas an unhelpful
development on the/side, and refused to accept my
argument that this Paet was only the Middle East
equivalent to the Balkan Alliance. When I asked Kardel i
whether the main difficulty in his view was that a
great Power, the United Kingdom, was associated with
the Middle East Defence Pact, he replied, "Not at allM0
This was a positive factor, since our influence would be
used in the right direction.

|U)wsx-Jk

J.G. Ward, Es<j., C.M.G.,
Foreign Office,

S W 1• '* . -L o
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tMim̂ Waŵ Ŵ-WSŴ ,̂ *̂  *%(,;

(1077/92/55G) Brit ishTJmbassy,

- . AMMAH,

October 2®, 1955

As I mentioned in, my letter Ho* 1%21/12V55
today's date t© lose, the conversation which I had ©n October
18 with Sa*id al Mufti, the Jordan Prime Minister, about the
meetings in Cairo on the Johnston proposals fojg the utilisation
of the Jordan waters led on to some discussion of the Dulles
statement,

2. Sa'id al Mufti expressed regret that the Western
Powers had n©4t pade more effort to solve the major problem of
Palestine as a> whole, of which solution he thought the plans
for the utilisation of the Jordan waters should form a part*
1 naturally drew his attention t© Mr. Dulles* statement of
last August, and to the lack of Arab response to it. Sa'id
al Mufti said that the statement was not even mentioned during
the recent meetings of the Arab foreign Ministers in Cairo.
He added that anyway Mr. Dulles* statement had not been
addressed to the Arab Governments but was merely contained in
a speech delivered to some audience in America. I said that I
thought that the Arab Governments were being extremely short-
sighted in ignorinĝ ',the opportunity which Mr. Dulles had given
of exploring afresh the possible ways of reaching a settlement.
2hey complained tha,t the statement had been vague and obscurei
I said that I wirs 'sure that if Mr* Dulles had produced more •
specific proposals for a solution, the Arab States would have
rejected them out of hand, as being a scheme produced by the
Americans, and therefore inspired by Zionism, which was to be
forced on -the Arabs and they would therefore not even have
considered it. When on the other hand Mr. Dulles had merely
appealed for fresh consideration of the problem and outlined
some of his ideas, including some of great significance . for the
Arabs, they complained that his proposals were indefinite and
took no notice of them.

3* fhere was unfortunately no tine to pursue the
discussion further on that occasion but I feel strongly that

in the Dulles statementjm<L to try and get some definite
^̂ iî Vr̂ '̂ »«WEŴ &,̂  ̂d*̂  ĵ ^ . i l i t i » . «.reaction̂  TStrc oJHEnem* I was interested to see the views of
the IraoJL Foreign Minister on this point, as reported in
aragraph 2 of Cairo telegram No. li}45 of October 1U- I can
see no other step which we can take to prevent the prospects
of a peaceful solution of the Palestine problem from receding
again into the indeterminate distance, particularly in view
of the Egyptian-Czech arms deal and the implications that
flow from it,

It seems to me that it will be necessary to bring
to the notice ©f

expression of its views.
or an

They may each say they can

/not

C.A.I. Shuckburgh, Esq.*, C.B., C.I.&.,
Levant Department,

The Foreign Office,
LQBDOM.; S.W.. 1.
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not express a view without reference to the others, but I
think in that case pressure should be maintained to try and
get mthout much more delay some definite opinion as to how
a solution of the Palestine Problem could best be pursued,
or at least an expression of willingness to explore the
problem further with the Americans and/or ourselves, or
something of that sort. In any case I feel that we should
not allow the situation to drift, since the current of
affairs in this area is now running against us, particularly
since the Johnston proposals must, I fear, be regarded as
shelved, at best, for the present any way.

*

5* I am sending copies of this letter to Her Majesty's
Representatives at Bagdad, Beirut, • Cairo, Damascus, Jedda,
Tel Aviv, Washington and to the Political Officer with the
Middle last Forces.

WUH*&<<^^

.%. Duke }
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Registry

Top Secret.

Secret.

Confidential.

GGA

4.

the ;

\nm
*«&,

KCL-we

Will/realise^ that the 11
A~

Minister's speech in the G-uildhall

of

' 9 was. am attempt i^ such as you

a$T9,pat,ed',in par!agr-ai?fes, 3 and U of your letter

No. 1 0;77/92/55G ^qf October 20,,, to awaken Arab

interest in the idea of .a Palestine settlement.
c|,V

2. ,-We ê mot ,1t̂L.j|.nk that it would be much use

pressing the Arab 'G-ov.ernnients for, a definite

.expression of their views on the Dulles state-

ment of August 26, unless at the same time

we gave our appro aches, a new bite. Otherwise,

as their earlier reactions to the Dulles state-

ment Showed, the Aî ab States would simply have

waited, on1 %ypt; or, had they been persuaded ;

to act ©n tĥ i-r own, they would have dared to
' Jgive unfavourable responees only, m hope,

however, that the Prime Minister's frankness

and tea-« reference to the United Haticfns resolu-
t/y*x»>

tions will/make it possible for you and H.I.i^
Bepres^atetives in othef Arab States to pin the

Arabs dotn to a definite move towards

negotiation's.
3 ** ^Jt yUOfc v - U, *l ~

3. ife itmA^x^u^sjj V.' U4.ijtvgjB^tf the suggestion -9

made by certain Jordanian, Ministers and

reported in $-@ur telegram No. 106 of October
t

27, that the refugees should now be called

upon to register formally their preference for
3

compensation or repatriation. ^ doubt whether
C^* *̂*"~7 C6w^—J' '

the refugee .guesTIon isythe right starting-

point; but even if it proves to be so, we

-should not get anywhere by inviting the

refugees to ' opt j.niryacuo. If they were

to give grounds for their claims

/for
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for repatriation,-aw*'t-he Jordan^an "Ministers !

s-uggested,,they wduld, simply say that they-

wanted to gd aatomo'-tad- po'itit-'to

9
. • the refugees- mdy ~b'e,J le'fear'

£e©; t© -that,'
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TOP SBOHBE.

Mr Shuckburgh has asked whether we should, not take up

the latter part of paragraph 5 of Tel Aviv telegram No. 381

A of October if with the Americans with a view to'making some

correction.

2. Mr Sharett has no Justification for saying that the

British Government have explained that "only minor mutual

border rectifications" had "been implied in Mr Dulles' policy

statement of August 26. When the Israel Ambassador called

on him on September 15 the Secretary of State told him that we

could not possibly guarantee frontiers which everybody regarded

as unsatisfactory ; at the same time, while the Ara"bs took

their stand on the United Nations resolution of I9kl and the

Israelis on their present frontiers as the result of war, we

felt that some accommodation must "be made and could "be made if

Tooth sides Yfanted it. (Foreign Office despatch No. 17U- to

Tel Aviv). This .implies that some compromise "between the

present frontiers and those envisaged in the United Nations

resolution was what we had in mind. This would involve more

than minor frontier rectification.

3. The Americans on the other hand may have given the

Israelis more cause for hope of feeing let off lightly. When

Mr Eiban called on Mr George Allen on September 6 the latter

told him, according to,a telegram from the State Department

which the United States Embassy showed to Mr Arthur, that the

Israelis should not assume that all the necessary adjustments

to the frontier would "be at their expense. Mr'Allen did not,

apparently, dissent when Mr l&an said that the Israelis would

not give up all or part of the Hegev, nor did Mr Lawson react

when Mr Sharett told him, on September 8, that the Israeli

Government was prepared for mutual adjustment of "boundaries

/"but not for
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but not for cession (Tel Aviv telegram Ho. 331,

paragraph JLj.).

j*s *•-•.. i ,
ĥ # v#' 'fc'fc

"It. On the question of a security treaty also the

Americans seem to have given Mr Sharett some ground for,
':-$Sr'iSsi

speaking as he did. During his conversation with

Mr Ê an on September 6, Mr Allen said that it was not

surprising that the Israelis wanted a guarantee before a

settlement ; the United States preferred that agreement on

a settlement should come first. A preference is different

from a condition.

5. Mr Sharett no doubt spoke deliberately, hoping that,

if we did not correct him, he would be able to argue later

that our silence had implied that his interpretation of our

intentions was correct. It seems therefore important to

correct him. The question is, how.

6. Three ways occur to me: first, a statement by News

Department ; second, the inspiration of a Parliamentary

Question ; third, a communication to the. Israel Government

by the two Ambassadors.

7. The first would, I think, be too public and might

-arouse too much interest in the details of our proposals.

The second would have the same disadvantage and would also

seem too ponderous a procedure. The third seems the best

course. We must, however, avoid being drawn into further

discussion, for the reasons set out in our telegram No. 14.1824.

to Washington.

8. I submit a draft telegram to Washington.

Q

*=?£->

(P. H. Laurence.)
Octgber 21, 1955.

I*
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En Glair

0, A, E. 8HUCKBURQH ,

\/n w* \ x
FROM TEL AVIV ..TO. .FOREIGN.. OFFICE !

FOREIGN OFFICE AND
WHITEHALL DISTRIBUTION

Mr. Nicholls
No... 381. .
October 19, 1955

PRIORITY

D. 6.31 p.m. October 19, 1955
R. 7.17 p.m. October 19, 1955

Addressed to Foreign Office telegram No. 381 of October 19
Repeated for information Saving to:

Cairo Jerusalem
Amman Washington
Damascus Paris [
Beirut UKDEL New York
Bagdad

Following is summary of Israel Prime Minister s
yesterday in the Knesset,

2. Mr. Sharett dealt first with the tension along the
Gaza strip in September and the operations of Egyptian commando'ŝ
inside Israel. The subsequent activities of gangs in the north
of Israel were attributed to an Egyptian initiative "we must once
more warn Egypt that it will be considered liable for the
continuation of such murderous activities, although this warning
in no way absolves from responsibility those other Arab countries
bound by the Armistice Agreement to prevent penetration of armed
forces into Israel from their territory".

3. As regards the El Auja demilitarized zone "if Egypt
proposes once more to disregard the obligations it has recently
undertaken, we reserve to ourselves the freedom to act in
accordance with the requirements of the situation",

1. Over the Egyptian blockade of the Gulf of Aqaba also
"we reserve for ourselves full freedom of action at the time and
in the manner we shall find suitable" since the new regulations
contravene the Armistice Agreement, resolutions of the Security
Council and international law in general.

admitted that it
5. Turning to Mr. Dulles' speech of August 26 Mr. Share tt

evidenced a fuller understanding of Israel's
problems, but referred to sections which aroused misgiving and
required clarification, especially the part dealing with
boundaries. He reasserted in unequivocal terms that Israel was
determined to preserve its territorial integrity from Dan to
Eilat and that no unilateral concessions on its part were even -

/cone eivable . „...
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Tel Aviv telegram No. 381_jo JPoreign_Offioe

- 2 -

conceivable. The United States and British Governments^ were said
to have., explained that only "minor mutual "border rectifications"
had "been implied. Discus signs with J:he_formgr_ had not confirmed
that frontier adjustments were regarded as an indispensalDle conditior

\ °̂ ̂ ŝ uP̂ y treaty. ' ........................... """

6. Mr. Sharett supported Mr. Johnston's "belief that the gap
between Israel and the Arab States on the distribution of Jordan
waters has "been greatly narrowed. "On the other hand we are not
prepared to forego indefinitely the realization of vital development
projects "based upon our own rights. It is our own firm hope that
whichever way the (Arab) decision goes, the work, in which we are so
vitally interested will be renewed in that (coming) work season and
carried on without interruption".

7. The remaining two thirds of Mr. Sharett 's speech was
devoted to "the distressing prospect of .the accrual to the
strongest State among our adversaries of a far reaching military
advantage". This event had "cast a deep shadow on the entire
scene of the State's foreign and defence affairs" and might lead
to far reaching conclusions, although it also imposed the need
for cool judgment.

8. A long opening on this subject dealt with the inconsistency
between "peace" and the deliberate arming of Egypt, "what relation
does this (Soviet) initiative bear to the policy of reducing.
international tension, progressive disarmament and a gradual
working toward a stable world peace which the U.S.S.R. at present
avows", and "both parties attempted to describe the arrangement
as a purely commercial deal intended to satisfy defence needs. - ............ ;
Neither of the parties ignored Israel or pretended that the arms
were not destined to be used against her".

9. In all this "a heavy and primary responsibility rests with"-
PoY/ers , Y/h£jsrerF3

regimes with military assistance^. Unfortunately there is no
c eHaTJrty^tfaalrl^iF^^plora'b 1 e po licy ofjfche past_will not continue
in the future and lead as before, consciously or unconsciously,
to the sacrificing of Israel.

10. Mr. Sharett went on to claim that the military manpower
of the Arab States was already double that of Israel, their
combined defence budgets greater than Israel's total civil and
military budget and that the Egyptian army alone Y/as superior

/in all
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Tel Aviv .telegram

In all categories of heavy weapons, used In land, s-ea or air
warfare. Israel's qualitative advantage could never serve as a
full substitute for a vast quantitative advantage, and ever since
the establishment of the State Israel had "been under the threat
of a widening gap. That is why their cry had always been no
arms race, tut faced with the alarming prospect of a' decisive
increase in the armed power of hostile neighbours, the obtaining
of powerful modern arms became for Israel a first essential of
existence. We will not hesitate to obtain them from every possible

source.

11. The change which had taken place in the last few weeks
also invested with an additional urgency Israel's need for a
security pact. Such a pact was justified and vital. Nevertheless,
just as I have emphasized our need for a security pact in addition

|| to the supply of arms, I must stress, even more emphatically,
\ that no security pact is a substitute for arms.

Foreign Office pass to Cairo, Amman, Damascus, Beirut, Bagdad,
Jerusalem, Washington, Paris and New York (U.K.Del.) as my Saving
telegrams Nos. 32, 31, 32, 37, 21, 11, 69, W> and 52 respectively.

[Repeated to Cairo, Amman, Damascus, Beirut, Bagdad,
Jerusalem, Washington, Paris and New York (U.K.Del.)]

P P P F
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(1031/107/55)

COMFIDEHTIAL

BRITISH EMBASSY,

TEL AVIV

October 31, 1955

Please refer to your letter VR 1076/323 of October 20
about the Lausanne Protocol of May 12, 1949.

2. I had a long talk on October 28 with Walter Eytan (on
which I am reporting separately) in the course of which he
said that he would like to tell me the full inside story of
the Lausanne Conference one day when I had six or eight hours
to spare0 This gave me a natural opening to take up the
point in your letterj I said that I had recently re-read the
text of the Protocol and that I wondered whether it, or
something like it, might not come in useful one day as a
basis for new talks with one or more of the Arab countries.

3. Eytan replied at once that he did not think so. He said
that the Protocol itself was no more than a device to which
the Arabs, the Israelis and the Conciliation Commission all
lent themselves. The Commission had told the Israelis that
the signature of some agreed document was an absolutely
necessary prerequisite to the successful continuation of the
negotiations; and that, if they could swallow the indirect
reference to the United Nations Resolution of 1947, it would
not commit them to anything, but would serve to break the log
jam. Having confirmed that the Arabs fully understood that
this was the intention, the Israelis finally accepted the
draft Protocol, though they stipulated that the reference to
the map embodying the 1947 partition plan should be amended
to make it clear that it would be taken as "a basis", and
not as "the basis" for the discussions with the Commission.

4. I said that I was quite prepared to accept that the
Protocol was merely designed to save face all round and get
discussions started, but that did not seem to me to be a valid
reason why it should not be used again for the same purpose.
Eytan produced two counter-arguments to this point* First,
he said that"things had solidified a good deal since 1949
and that he doubted whether any Israel Government would be
prepared to accept such a clear reference to the 1947
Resolution, even if there were reservations attached to it.
Secondly, he said,'he did not believe that any fruitful
negotiations could take place with any Arab leader who found
it necessary to resort to face-saving devices of this kind.
What was needed was rather an Arab leader with sufficient
guts to tell his people that, though they all hated the Jews
and wished that Israel did not exist, it was time to stop
playing the ostrich and come to terms. Such a leader could,
he said, perfectly well use the argument that the best way of
guaranteeing the Arab States against Israeli expansionism was
to pin them down firmly to their present frontiers by means of
a treaty which could be guaranteed by the great powers or the
United Nations.

C. A. B. Shuckburgh, Esq.., C. B., C.M.G.,
Foreign Office,

London, S.W. 1.

/I did
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2.

K% T V̂1!̂ ™"1* " wsrth Press ins Eytan any further
but I ended this part of mir talk fey laying that evSn if'
such a proaify amonf Arabs were to .arise, it mlo-ht well
be that a suitable reference to the Lausanne Protocol
af?J +S6*a*u?lpful startinB- point far discussion. Eytan
to it! WSS a bri(§ge we W9uld Grs>ss wken we came

6. I am sending a o§py ©f this letter to Scott at Beirut

I
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'Sir H*

1955*
p.m.

R. 7.22 p.m.

tfleeraia H©* 1SL1 of fmember* 5,
———Roppated for information to

REOEWED IN C.B.

7NOV1955 ant Saving t® fashingttm Paris

telegram It. 162§s. Sgyptiaa Policy and Alpha*

I do net itutot the strength ®f Nasser* s feeling on the
of' the possible adherence of Spfmt the Lebanon tr Jordan t© the
Bagdad Pact. If wo •sought t© enlarge the Paet/bf the aMiti©a of 'any
other' taib ooontrlos, we shtaM be attme&ing ©n his a©st
seositiTe ptint. It migit wel| b@ a turning p@int in his thinking
and Z "should "be mieh m®re sooptieal thereafter of the prospects ©f
his leaning to ©str side, whi©h at the Bonent ire still reasonably

.
If

2. I to not think tbaVtie sh©Eld establish a direot link betweei
his oondoet m& Qm^sinim on onlarglng the l&gtad Foot (se©
tolograa Jfo. 1609, paragraph 2(g)» a®r voold 1 suggest that we/should
ftgaia assure Nasser as we did in M®rch (G&irt tologros 1®. 43a)> that
we should not press fir farther adherents, .Bat 1 'hop© that we shall
not OBBOtffago asy of tin States otnoerned tt 3®ia for the
fhe Iraqis, in disoussing "bilateral paets with Syria ant the
prosanab3y also have ia mind the possibility of noving totisrds a
affiRrighyfiil with Bgypt, ttu noit step here still stems tt be t©
disetofs Palestine serloasly with lasser and, partioularly*. y^r ideas
on his land connexion- with J©rdan (lew f®rk telegram to me I®. 88.

^na"" : V

5). Bot I think that we test be prepared t® g© further thai:
. the triangles. I do o.©t now think that we ©an get anywhere "by

x* >' tackling anything e»ept-th@ fr®atier guest i@n first.
'5 /

/' Foreign Offloo pass, t® Aiman, BagOad, Beirut, Damascus and fel
* iviv and SaTlng to Washington and Paris as. ray tolograas Kos. 91*. 151,

16fc.» 69» 157, 176 ant 221 respectively,
.[lepeated t© Mnaan, Baga&dt Beirut, Donasoasj, Tol Maf, and

Swing tt Washington aad Paris] .
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TOP SECRET

Flag A

Flag B

L

PALESTINE SETTLEMENT

We have been told both in Iraq and Jordan that we ought

to make another attempt towards a Palestine settlement (see

Amman telegram No. U36 and paragraph k of Bagdad telegram

Ho. 838). The importance of getting a settlement needs no

emphasis. Soviet in/trusion into Middle Eastern affairs has

not only increased the danger of war between the Arab States

and Israel: it has also exposed the whole weakness of our

position in the Middle East. We shall never be safe until

the Palestine question has been settled. Without a settle-

ment a policy implicitly based on the division of the Arab

world will ultimately fail.

2. At the same time we cannot do anything that will risk

losing us our Arab friends, whom we need more than ever now.

We must indeed try to restore some of their confidence in us,

for there is a general feeling that we have lost the initiative

in Middle Eastern affairs. What can we do?

3. Alpha,

We could pursue the original Alpha plan where we left

off. This would, be the least risky thing we could do and in

theory it is still the most hopeful way of arriving ultimately

at a settlement. But, as always, it depends entirely on

the attitude of Colonel Nasser. It is impossible to feel

hopeful of securing his co-operation. It is arguable that

his recent taste of Israeli power will chasten him to the

point at which he might be prepared for peace at the Alpha

price. But unhappily this is not likely. A person in

his position, where there is no tradition of loyalty to the

regime, can rarely afford, to negotiate from weakness, if

he is to survive. He does not want war with Israel, but

/there
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there is a great danger that his insecurity (combined

with Israel provocation, on which one can always rely)

will drive him to more • spectacular adventtires until

war comes. ,

k» On the other hand, Nasser has often told us that

he is willing to talk confidentially about a Palestine

settlement. He said this to H. M. Ambassador j'ust

before. the: news of hi§. arms Seal, with Czechoslovakia
i^lT^

was published (Cairo telegram Ho. 1286 of September 20);

and he has recently repeated it to Mr. Byroade (para.

2 (a) of Cairo telegram No. 1609 of November 2). ......... ""fhere

is much to be said for one last determined effort to

interest him in. Alpha, however small our chance of

success. It would be better to do this through special

emissaries rather than through o\ir Ambassadors in Cairo.

5» Alpha wi t h out Egyp t

We have often discussed the possibility of trying

to promote a .general or partial, settlement on the lines

of Alpha through some other Arab country or countries.

We have always, concluded, .1 believe rightly, that this

would not be possible. Ho Arab country would "go ;Lt

alone". Hor would it be to our advantage to try, to

induce one to do^ so.

6. Pressure e>n Arab Qovernments to respond ^favourably
to Mr. Dull es r Statement r ~ """

There is not in fact much difference between this

proposal and the one set out in paragraph 3 above. The

Arab States would wait for Egypt. The reactions to

Mr. Dulles' statement' confirm this view.

7. Publish Alph'a

We considered this during the summer and -we were

prepared to face it, though with much misgiving. But

the situation has since changed: tension has risen, not

/only

Flag

Flag D

i
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only on the frontiers with Israel, but throughout the

Middle East. Recent Soviet moves have made it even more

important to avoid administering severe shocks to the Ara~bs

and to steer clear of anything that raises the temperature.

Such; risks could only "be taken if there was a good chance

that they would contribute towards an early settlement.

But /this is the last thing that the publication of Alpha

would do in the present circumstances.

8. United. Hat ions .action

The Palestine Conciliation Commission would not even

"be able to get started. If we wished to achieve a general

settlement, we should have to raise the whole Palestine

question in the General Assembly. We know that the.Arabs .

are bitterly opposed to this, since they fear that the

adoption of new resolutions would undermine their stand on

the old. We should only take the risk of alienating them

seriously if we were fairly certain of a favourable outcome.

But once the question came before the General Assembly heaven

knows where it would end. The record of the Assembly on

this matter is not very inspiring, and the Russians would be

presented with a fine opportunity to exploit the whole

business. , ..

9. A new .approach

There remains the possibility that we might make a new

approach to the parties, or another public statement, in

the hope of getting the contestants, and particularly the

Arabs, to think in terms of a settlement, or at least

negotiations, rather than of war. If we.do this, it will

be necessary to show our hand more than Mr. Dulles did in

his statement of August 26, for mere repetition would-be-a

bankrupt, idea. But as I have suggested above,""the hand

/that
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that we show cannot be the details of Alpha. We need

something that will make it possible for our Arab friends

to support us and difficult for our Arab enemies to

attack. I can only see one possibility: that we

should move towards 'some acknowledgment of the validity

of the United Nations resolutions on Palestine.

10. I do not suggest that we should publicly advocate
. * • , ' - . " '

negotiations on the basis of those resolutions. This,

although easily defensible, would be entirely unacceptable

to the Israelis and it would be in effect a complete

capitulation to the Arab case. It would frighten the

Americans, frighten Parliament, drive the Israelis to

despair and. perhaps precipitate the war that we must

avoid. It would be seen as a triumph for Colonel

Nasser's policy of blackmail.

11, It might however be possible for.us to recognise

the United. Nations resolutions as one of the factors

which must be taken into account in negotiating a

settlement. I have in mind some kind of approach.or

public statement which would refer to, and appear to

derive from, Mr. Dulles' speech of August 26, invite the

parties to respond to that initiative, and go on to say

something like the following.

"The Arabs base their case on the 1947 and other

/ United Nations resolutions, the Israelis on the
i • ,•

| present situation. Both of these are perfectly ,i j ' . ' . .

/ j tenable positions ..from which to start1 a negotiation,
// ' . ' . . . : ' '

Ij It is not right that U.F, resolutions should be

ignored; but equally it is not possible to maintain

that in present .circumstances the IJ.N. resolutions

on Palestine could be put into operation in every

.respect. Both sides .must realise that if. they

/want
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want peace they will have to negotiate a

.compromise "between these two positions.

1.2,., A statement of - this kind would "be a blow to the

.Israelis.. •- But we must face the fact that if we are ever

to bring about a Palestine settlement we. shall have to be

nasty to the Israelis at.some stage. As they themselves

put it, th,ey are to b'e asked to sacrifice something of what

they have whilst the Arabs only give up claims. This was

implicit-in the Alpha proposals (though I .often wonder

whether the Americans really faced it), but the evil day

was to be postponed until we had secured Arab agreement.

There is something to be said for advancing it to an early

stage of the operation. By doing so we should give our-

selves a better chance of getting the Arabs to talk

seriously, and with luck we might get them down to something

very like Alpha. The general idea would be to trade Western

G-alilee for Israel concessions in the Hegev, and to advance

the Jordanian, frontier a little nearer to the 19W partition

lines. The ultimate task of putting a settlement of this

kind across to the Israelis, would not be much more difficult

than it would have been under the original Alpha procedure.

13. The timing of any public move on these lines would

need, very careful consideration: the situation on the

frontier would have to be less tense than it is today. But

if we can induce the U.S. .Government to take part in this

new approach(which they will be very reluctant to do), the

Secretary,of State might perhaps discuss it as one of the

possibilities when he sees Nuri, im Bagdad. If we decide

to proceed on these lines we should have to seek the views

of our Missions in the Middle.East and give the parties to

the .dispute warning of any public move, as we did before.
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ESC ommenda t i ons

I believe therefore that there are two courses

which we should consider:-

(a) another approach to Nasser,' and

(b) a fresh start which would include recognition

of the United lations resolutions on Palestine,

(G.G-. Arthur)
November k, 1955

7"
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Mr* Hicholls
turn*

Addressed to

11/1955
11, If 55 \/

k ..... MS

Alplm*
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tlst
Israelis could possibly be "brought, and that even that wits doubtful.
Since then, opposition to territorial concessions in the Negev

wrftifMA aaA to iii@w«i?3r of til ii to* rig|«K «$I1 a© irobt
tilt Israelis even loss inclined to cede territory there,

f •»"

I f ear, t&mtav** thtt it Witti %« fiitt ^ovtiCUMdo %© g©
ilnaa t&i tlit

Foreign Office pass It- Cairo
11-i
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L

10, iljor

November 6, 1955.

The Ppime Minister instructed me to
tell you that the only interesting point
which emerged from his lunch with General
Burns on Saturday was that the General
took the view that the refugee question
was n̂ re important than the frontier
question. The Prime Minister notes,
however, that this appears to be directly
contrary to Sir Humphrey Trevelyan's view
as expressed in Gairo telegram no. 1641.

\ - >
'V

A.A.S. Stark, Esq.,
Foreign Office.
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I have been considering with the Department the

implications of the passage on the Middle East which I have

submitted for the Prime Minister's Mansion House speech on

Wednesday. I understand a copy has already gone to the

Prime Minister.

2. The kernel of the statement is in the penultimate
*

paragraph where the Prime Minister would be stating openly for

the first time that a solution for the Palestine problem must

be found sift a compromise between the present status quo and

the 19U7 Resolutions. Although this is well-known to be the

fact, it will be a painful thing for the Jews to hear it stated

by one of the Great Powers.

3. It is, I think, essential that this paragraph in the

Prime Minister's speech should be shown to Mr. Dulles before-

hand. Not to do so would be very near a breach of faith,

having regard to the history of our Alpha discussions.

Furthermore it would be very dangerous, since there can be no

Palestine settlement without American participation, both

diplomatic end financial.

i).. The question is whether it is right to present Mr. Dulles

with a choice of this kind at twenty-four hours notice. One

cannot be sure quite how much stir will be caused by a statement

of this kind; s*6 whether Mr. Dulles would regard it as little

more than a plain statement of what was already implicit in

Alpha, or whether he will think it a new policy move on which

he should have been given more time to comment. One solution

might be, if he does not like the statement, to suggest the

omission of the two sentences beginning "It is not right that"

and ending "put into operation as they stand". These are

perfectly good sentences in my opinion^but they do constitute

a more explicit recognition of the validity of the U.N.

Resolutions on Palestine than we have been prepared to make

/so
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H/tJ
so far. If they were cut out from this text it might be

possible to make use of them in Parliament later.

5. Ihethefe' important point on which the Prime Minister's

view ought to b e known is whether he would intend this

statement to be followed up by a further attempt to get an

Alpha settlement. If so, our publicity and our approaches
.*

to the States concerned must be arranged accordingly and

there is very little time for this.

6. Would it. .be possible to have a talk with the Secretary
t

of State/Bbout this today?
A

November 7. 1955.

(j.C.xrc^/.
\/ '

/
<i IS *
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FOREI6N OFFICE TO TSL AVIV

Gypher/OTF
FQKEOM OFFICE AND
WHITEHALL BISTRJBUTIQI

B*7*55 p«m* November 9,.1955*

Jt f el teleEraa. 1 .71. ©f. lowaber .9
Repented for information t© Washington [FritrityJ

[Frii>rity]

telegram H®,740 to .Aomin, [of November 9 • Palestine].

I am aware that the Israelis will iislifce the reference
United Nations resolutions, They will pr^s^lf all«rg« that
tht Mansion House speech represents & is 'ii® policy of
Her Majesty's Government t© appease the .Arabs*

2. Yon should therefor© assure the Israel Government
that our policy and our views on the nature of a settlement
not changed. Th» Frime Minister is not repeat not adTOcating
that the United Nations resolutions should De takra as the sole
halii for negotiations* He is simpljr saying that these resolutions
are the Arab starting point. This is a plain fact, whether the
Israelis like it or not* The existence of the United Nations
T*8<A$tl«ui eas TO more "be ignored than the realities of the
present situation* Any settlement requires concessions from both
sites, ant the Israelis mist realize that they will have to make
seme sacrifices if they want peace. There is nothing new in that.
It has always betn Her Majesty's. 0orernmei3tfs view. It was also
implied in Mr* Dulles* statement of August 26, as the Israelis
themselves perceived; ant Mr. Dalle* has tokf me that he recently

it quite clear to Mr, Sharett in Genera.

3* I do not expect the Israelis to abtnta their contention
that negotiations shoull to® fftlfftriftcV to the present -situation.
But I hope that you will tot able to'bring•them to see that they
cannot hope for a settlement, or «¥pi for negotiations, if they

• • • • ; • : • • .• ' ' - • • • /refuse t® • •
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Of floe go«7.71._tg Tel

• *. 2 *•

tefmse to at all from their starting.' point* ' I hop*
the Minister.** plain speaking will taeak . the

an& that ooth sides-, will QW "begin- t©-l©©k for
We are r«ai^ to help in the search*-.

i, f©n glstll it elear to the Israel
,-ts s^ggtstti in paragraph 2(a) of my telegram under reference,.
:t^at'"t&0'.HansloB Honao spseeb ami Mr. 33«llesf -statement of
•Jtogwt fS.are -©©mpWtmentary* Her Majesty's Oorernnent ar@ still
is- otttiro .-tgrtemeit witii -what, Mr.-, miles .sail, . and. Mr* .. pulles
is ii. -agEeeBeit. with. .'the frim©-. Minister's .speech-. ' .

• .f t- 'Sfeomli ym jiiAge- It necessary is. the .-light, of the. •
feattiea to your approach, "you- shoa.lt leave tho Israel •
icweriiasat in no Aoui&t'that thi'use ©f f ©roe 'tof thr- ;: ..... ' : :-- ' '
aailer . that is. not Bt iag ctaavas'sea' In some .'quarters -in -Israel

hrin'gIi''trif«artito declaration, into play against 'them*-
appeal to- the Israelis, as we -are appealing to- the

r to. reflect .calml|r ©n the present situation and consider
0exl0u«ly what contribution they., are prepared 'to make towarls ' .

.B-'-l B
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1955 . 6,40 a»a, tOt 1955

of

lit tt| tehr&i lo, 731

Repeated for information to:

Vo. 2132

Codel Geneva.

My ttltgraa lo, 740 to Amman {of iQtwber I;:

Pi**** iraw th& attention of
are accredited to the Mansion House
tist all thfir isflieuoe with th&
favour of a settlement on the basis

speech and urge them to
to the dispute in

proposed by the Prim®

2, With th© Soviet intrusion iî to the Kiddl* last
oonfli&t has baooMi nor© serious than ovar* It is
lot only to tht stability of th® liMl© Bast, but to
relations as a whole. The Prime Minister's plain s
ant his appeal for a compromise settlement is
and end the deadlock and open tip the possibility of

Palestine
a threat

JSOXX
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9f 1955

to

D, U»15 p«m* fotemte? 9t 1955

.telegram I.o* 742 ..flg Itoeeaflaa?
aM to; Beivat Ho. 949

Cairo Ho,
§7®

Ho* 789
TrljtoliHo. 271 UU
f01 Afir Ho. 772

lepsated for inf o»sti«m to;

•and ten Pails 10. 3697
P*0«M«B»F* Ho. 1065

In $®m puMioll^ yoia tibould
ineiFrltgr of t»

what all tra» and

740 to [of IwWter 9

fj
©peeali* it

fri@ads of th0
tis&t a solution to

Paltstlue pratolem sibotild, fee sotjg&t in a o«pi?cia£s® "bt twsen
United Hatlona «soltitiaQ8 and the p»se»t situation
Israel aad tier

2* Ion sticraM ©aphasli» that the views of Her Majesty**
Govenoatnt and the ttoited States Govaaaawit oa this
Ida&tieal. In Ms S|«t«h of Augnst 26 HP* Dulles was mdtoeatiag
th» toad if ft«pi«ffilw atttttmat as •&» Frias Uinister«
I© other solution is possible; and no s©ttlea@at of
"be »a$l»d without the ooasidexiaole outside help*
and f inaaaial^ tMoh a«y Ifejeertgr* s Qonennsist and tbe United

aw elone »'?*le to
3* AmB posts- stkould list of the points ooataiBed is

paragmpfe 2 of *gr tftlegwsm tuler X9fersneet ara^liasiaiftg in
partleulsr the Prfj« Minister* s recognition that the ttolted latios
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of a*g0tlat&ig
always lost tjjr tolng 80*
tlvefty to
williap®is to
latloas
•pointv but tfe«y oaan©t
sid« must at l*aat

Ti» Aw"bs tew missed
v»a*cniattie Sittltwrlp as

We 'iop@ they will »sp0isd
* a offer of help and ititir

rigidity of thftl? stand on tte fltolted
my tate tMa as tteii* startlag

tl» Ismelis to do so too,
tb» 0ttoz»*s stairlteg point

4* X)a Israel attangnt shoiid as far as possiMt te
If »@tess4i7t Isiswli allegatlcaas tlaat oia* tlws tew

to to iart laZ sbo^Ld M ratmtt9d on tl» lia@s of^
telegram No* HS& i© Til Ativ (sot 'to all)* Tto© Israelis say

want p@aae» Ttey mttst walise that no ooofllot oan "fa®

5* Tou shotild net "be dimm cm Go»r@"te examples of
a oompromist sstttesnit Ki^it look Iite« rJ!li« i^oytaat
is f oa? "both il<li§ to îoir tbblr î adiBess to $ismjsg ®mh
settl@i»at» If sefimig nsgotiaticms <Knttto
of g©oa.wlllf tte outlines of a settlwent weidli
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Section 1

SPEECH BY THE PRIME MINISTER, THE RIGHT HON.
SIR ANTHONY EDEN, K.G., M.C., M.P., AT

THE LORD MAYOR'S BANQUET ON
NOVEMBER 9, 1955

My late Lord Mayor. My Lord Mayor.
Your Graces. Your Excellencies. My
Lords, ladies and gentlemen.

It is indeed for me a moving occasion to
have this opportunity for the first time to
reply on behalf of my colleagues and
myself to your more than generous
welcome. This important civic occasion
stands in a category entirely by itself in our
nation's history. To-night we pay tribute
once again to the glory and greatness of this
City of London, battered in war and
gracious in peace.

My Lord Mayor, you referred to the
famous speech of William Pitt. If my
historical recollections are not at fault, that
speech lasted exactly two minutes. In that
respect, and in others, it was a model I can
hardly hope to equal, but I will try to live
up to the advice that an elder statesman
gave me in the younger years of my
Parliamentary life when he said: "Young
man, if you can't contrive to say what
you've got to say in twenty minutes, you'd
better not try to say it at all."

I think in this company I should say that
is still applicable to the House of Gommons
at this time. My Lord Mayor, you have
reminded me that it is traditional that I
should speak to you this evening on the
subject of foreign affairs, and this I propose
to do, just a little bit like going home. But
since our foreign policy requires a strong
and healthy economy, you will allow me
this prelude in the presence and with the
agreement of the Chancellor of the
Exchequer.

My Lord Mayor, as a nation we have to
keep in check any disturbing rise in costs
and prices which can injure us at home and
undermine our power to compete abroad.
The measures which the Government have
introduced are designed to moderate home
demands, and to moderate also the
distribution of cotton; but the problem of
price stability cannot be solved by the
18714—438 205—4

Government alone. There is also need for
a restraint on all sides: by employers and
shareholders as well as by employees—both
in fixing prices and in seeking higher
incomes and rewards. Of this, my Lord
Mayor, I am certain: if, as a nation, we can
practise restraint for a while, we shall find
our prosperity more firmly established and
our opportunities more encouraging than
they have ever been before.

Now, my Lord Mayor, since my famous
predecessor spoke to you a year ago, we
have seen the three nations of the West
happily welded together—the Federal
Republic of Germany has joined N.A.T.O.
and the Western European Union. It
is sad that the first Supreme Commander
of the North Atlantic Forces, President
Eisenhower, should, at this moment, be
laid aside by illness. It is indeed an
unhappy conjunction of events that at this
time two of the world's wisest and bravest
statesmen—the President of the United
States and the Chancellor of the Federal
Republic of Germany—should be absent
from our counsels through illness. My
Lord Mayor, we look forward eagerly to
their full recovery.

We in this country are indeed fortunate
that, in spite of the lively controversy in our
political life, there is profound agreement
between us on those matters which affect
our country's safety and its place in the
world, and in this instinctive unity we are
at one with our fellow nations of the
Commonwealth. I am happy, as I am sure
you are, that it has been possible to arrange
a meeting of the Commonwealth Prime
Ministers in London in June next year.

It will be of special help to me to be able
to meet together with my colleagues for the
first time since I took office as Prime
Minister of the United Kingdom. It is welt
known to you all, the main purpose of these
meetings is not to lay down policies, or to
take formal decisions, but they are none the
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less important for that. Perhaps all the
more valuable for that. The counsel and
support of the Commonwealth is of
constant help to all its member!^ and ^iot
least to us here in Britain. There is nothing
to compare with its free consultation in this
world to-day.

My Lord Mayor, it has been the hope of
us all that at Geneva this autumn the
welcoming smiles of summer would be
interpreted into solid agreement. That is
what our Foreign Secretary has been
working hard to do. The news last night
was not good. I do not find that altogether
surprising, having attended countless
conferences between East and West. We
all welcomed the easier personal relation-
ship established by the Heads of
Government in Geneva, but we have always
made it plain that it will be upon the
results of these more detailed meetings that
judgment will finally be pronounced.

My Lord Mayor, I have only three
comments to make on the present state of
discussions at Geneva, and I hope I will
carry you with me in them all. First; to
attempt to keep Germany divided for a
further indefinite period ten years after the
war is ended adds to the dangers in Europe
and is no contribution to peace. Secondly;
Germany, like other countries, must be free
to make her own decision as to her political
future by the free voice of her people. In
other words she is entitled to free elections,
and it is indefensible to hold that free
elections cannot take place because the
Communist system in East Germany must
be preserved. Thirdly; the Western nations
and Soviet Russia cannot but recall the
experience of past years. Mutual under-
takings should therefore be given and taken
against any act of aggression in Europe.
This is the most effective assurance we have
been able to devise. If it can be improved
upon, let other suggestions be made.

My Lord Mayor, as you and this
audience know, we in this country, and I
who am speaking to you, have had some-
thing to do with the authorship of the
proposals put forward by the West at
Geneva. But of course we do not suggest
that they are unalterable. But any alterna-
tive, to be of any real value, must take
account of the three essential elements I
have just described. Meanwhile, my Lord
Mayor, as you hinted just now, the
discoveries of science underlying the
responsibilities of statesmen, may be they
may even bring them wisdom, one never
can tell. But there is no leader of any one

of the Great Powers of the world who does
not know how utterly destructive of all man-
kind any conflict between them must be.
We pray that this knowledge will*? bring
frtiits. In a measure it has probably already
done so, but it is not enough for the great
nations to hold back from the final act
which leads to war. They must lead, guide,
restrain those whose conflicts may begin on
a minor scale, but could yet wrap the whole
world in flames:y[ And here, my Lord
Mayor, I have to discuss a grave situation
with you. Between Israel and Egypt lies an
area of dangerous tension.

During the past seven years we have been
trying.to bring about some kind of settle-
ment, successive Governments in this
country and our allies, in that part of the
world. And to prevent competition in
armaments there. We have not been
entirely unsuccessful. Despite frontier
incidents from time to time, some more
serious than others, there has been no war
since 1948. The level of arms has been kept
comparatively low, and this applies
especially to more modern weapons. There
has been some kind of a balance, though
naturally each side cries loudly that it is less
favoured than the other.

My Lord Mayor, I had hopes, real hopes,
that many peoples in these lands were
beginning to see that a way to peace must
somehow be found, in all their interests. We
have been working for a long time past
without publicity to promote such a result.
In this connection, the reception given to
Mr. Dulles' proposals last August was by
no means discouraging. It should be
followed up, but now, now into this delicate
situation the Soviet Government have
decided to inject a new element of danger,
and to deliver weapons of war, tanks,
aeroplanes, even submarines, to one side
.only. It is fantastic to pretend that this
deliberate act of policy was an innocent
commercial transaction.

Of course, my Lord Mayor, it is no such
thing. It is a move to gain popularity at the
expense of the restraint shown by the West,
and by this means it is intended to make it
easier for communism to penetrate the
Arab world. Its consequences should be
clear for all to see. Many proud States,
some of which have not long enjoyed
independence and national identity, will be
threatened with submergence in the Com-
munist empire if they fall victims to these
tactics.

For our part, sir, we find it impossible to
reconcile this Soviet action with protesta-
tions that they wish to end the cold war in
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the new spirit of Geneva. The authors of
these actions must have known well enough
in advance what the effect of the sudden
arrival" of these large quantities of arms
must be. It has brought a sharp increase
of tension, with very dangerous possibilities,
particularly between Egypt and Israel. And
yet, when nations face each other in
hostility it is not much use just blaming
them for getting arms wherever they can.
It is not with the recipients, but with the
suppliers, that the main responsibility must
lie.

Now, my Lord Mayor, what is our
immediate task? It is to prevent the out-
break of war. General Burns, United
Nations Chief of Staff in Palestine, and a
distinguished Canadian soldier, has been
tireless in his efforts to keep the forces of
the two sides apart. He and his staff have
shown patience and courage in a hazardous
work, and we should all be most grateful
to them. At this moment, General Burns
is urging both sides to withdraw their forces
from the El Auja demilitarised zone. We
are giving him full diplomatic support for
his present proposal in the capitals con-
cerned. But let there be no mistake. Were
any country to reject counsels of moderation
it would forfeit the sympathy of this, and I
believe every other peace-loving nation,
and once lost that sympathy might be hard
to regain.

My Lord Mayor, you were kind enough
to refer to my experience at the Foreign
Office, and I would just, in that connection,
like to say this. I have never known a
situation where it was clearer that neither
party, neither party has anything whatever
to hope for in the long term from any
military conflict. It is in the interests of
both to put the demilitarised zone between
them. I saw General Burns when he was in
London three days ago, and he knows that
if there is any further help we can give him
we shall be glad to do so. It will be a great
gain if the risks of frontier incidents can be
reduced; it will be a greater gain if the
tragic problem of the refugees can be dealt
with. I much regret that the hard work
which Mr. Johnston of the United States
has devoted to preparing irrigation schemes
has not yet been accepted by those con-
cerned. It should be, for it is in the interests
of all, Israeli and Arab alike, and we are
ready to help here also, as we have done
with the Arab refugees.

But, my Lord Mayor, beneath the
volcanic crust of these smouldering dangers
lies a deeper peril still. The hostility
between Israel and her Arab neighbours is

unreconciled; here timeX has proved no'
healer. There is no progress to record to
you since the armistice agreement six years
ago. If it were not for these harsh and
enduring sentiments, the countries of the
Middle East could give all their efforts to
their economic and social plans. They
could concentrate on building up happy and
prosperous societies in their lands. As I
said, we have tried for a long time past to
find common grounds for some kind of
settlement. I think that the time has now
come when the acute dangers of the situa-
tion command us to try again. We must,
somehow, attempt to deal with the root
cause of the trouble, and our country has a
special responsibility in all this, for we have
a long tradition of friendship with the
Middle East.

I believe that it should be possible to find
a common ground between the two
positions. There is, after all, one interest
which both parties ought to share: neither
Israel nor her Arab neighbours can want to
see their differences turned to the advantage
of anyone else, and there is somebody else
quite ready to receive the advantage. Now,
sir, from that starting point, can we not all
look once again at the proposals which the
United States Government and we ourselves
have been advocating?

We have only one desire in this, if our
Arab and Israeli friends would but believe
us, and it is to help to find a means of living
which will enable the peoples concerned to
dwell side by side in peace. Let us give one
instance. If there could be an accepted
arrangement between them, about their
boundaries, we, Her Majesty's Government
and, I believe, the United States Govern-
ment, and perhaps other Powers too, would
be prepared to give a formal guarantee to
both sides, and that might bring real
confidence and security at last; and our
countries would also offer substantial help,
financial and other, over this tragic problem
of the refugees. All this we will do, but
cannot we perhaps now move even a little
further than this, and I think the Guildhall
is the right place to make this suggestion?

The position to-day is that the Arabs on
the one side take their stand on the 1947
and other United Nations resolutions—that
is where they are. They said they would be
willing to open discussions with Israel from
that basis. The Israelis on the other side,
they found themselves on the later armistice
agreement of 1949 and on the present
territories which they occupy.

Now, my Lord Mayor, between those
two positions there is, of course, a wide gap,
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but is it so wide that no negotiation is
possible to bridge it ? It is not right, I agree,
that United Nations resolutions should be
ignored, but equally can it be maintained
the United Nations resolutions on Palestine
can now be put into operation just as they
stand?

The stark truth is that if these nations
want to win a peace, which is in both their
interests and to which we want to help them,
they must make some compromise between
these two positions.

My Lord Mayor, I am convinced, I am
convinced that it is possible to work this out,
and if we could do so it would bring relief
and happiness to millions and the sooner
the better. If we fail to do so, none can tell
what the consequences may be. I want to
say to-night, my Lord Mayor, that Her
Majesty's Government, and I personally, are
available to render any service in this cause;
if there is anything, anything that we can do
to help, we would gladly do it for the sake
of peace. X
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Addressed to Foreign Office telegram Mo. 1 693 of Novcaabe r 1 0
Repeated for infornrntion to W a s h i n g t o n y T O ~

- "'^ \J \t I O"? t
f our telegram* No*. 2586 and 2587: Palestine.

•i°fb

I saw the Minister £*r Foreign Affairs this merning and put t»
kiras the points in y»ur tw» telegrams uader reference. He replied as
f*ll«ws:

(a) Me t«M me cenfidentially that the Egyptian Gevernrnent wele*me«l
the statement, and would fee prepared t* associate themselves with the
task of seeking a settlement, lie was not prepared to commit himself
to saying on what oasis this settlement would »e, nor would he say that
they would necessarily start frora the point of the 1947 Resolution. He
said that the Bernadotte proposals of 1948 for example, might »e more
acceptable to the Arabs as a start. He reiterated the view, which he had
previously expressed, that the Araos would have to have the Negev,
including Beersheba, and that they would not accept either Jewish
corridors through an Arab Megev, nor Arab corridors through a Jewish
Negev. He expected no difficulties over Jerusalem and probably no serious
difficulties over the refugees;

(b) They would do their best to see that reactions to the Prime Minister's
speech «n the Press and radios-were not too critical. He said that we
must understand that it would be a tactical mistake for the Egyptian Press
and radio publicly to support the speech. Everybody would suspect that
there was serne conspiracy with the British, and the chances of making
progress would be diminished. They would, however, try and taper off
public opposition to a Palestine settlement both in Egypt and the other
Arab States, and try to create an atmosphere which would help to lead to
a settlement. The Egyptian Government would not issue any statement
themselves on the speech, since this would be bad tactics at the mament,
and would reduce the chances of working towards a settlement. \

\

fc) They would mot be willing to negotiate directly with 4fc* Israelis. |
Any form of negotiation on a multi-lateral basis which brouglt in the other
Arab States would kill all possibilities of a settlement. TheyJrould, howeveri

\- ' }
/ /be prepare^. . r .
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be prepared t» discuss the details »f a settlement with *ur selves and the
Americans, either separately *r together, in a way which would not attract
notice . A*. they had' said before, the conversations must be extremely
confidential and known to those only directly concerned in London, Washington
and Cairo;

fd) They would be prepared at the right time to "stick their neck out "
more than was prudent for them, as they had in the ease of the Jordan
Waters. For the present, he would do what he could cautiously to improve
the reactions of the other Arab States t» the Prime Minister's speech.
Incidentally, he wished t© tell me, as lie J*d told Mr. Johnston in Hew York,
that they were doing their best to bring the Jordan Waters' scheme to the
surface again;

(e) They would exercise the greatest restraint «*t the borders, aad
abstain from every kind of provocation.

2. Your instructions arrived just ^after I had seen Nasser yesterday.
lie will probably be able to gee me on Saturday. I think it better not to
press for an earlier interview, particularly as he has to see Mr. Pearson and
General Burns tomorrow, and was very tired when I saw him yesterday.
Moreover, by Saturday I shall be able to get a more useful reaction from
Mm than if I were to iasist «ra pursuing this with him immediately.

3. The Minister for Foreign Affairs and my American colleague
are dining with me in a small party on the 16th, at which no other foreigners
will be present. Mm*»ter f^r Foreign Affairs agrees that this will be a
suitable opportunity for an informal tripartite discussion. I have discussed
this with my American e*12eague who also agrees. 1 hope that by that time
he and I can have instructions from Washington and London which will enable
us to take the matter some way further, both as regards- method of
procedure and «n the boundary question. Oi^ctfe'fs iaitel-: ^csti^ri^-wfi hope that
we can have general instructions, which will enable us to try and move
towards something more possible than the Beersheba line, without committing
Her Majesty's Government or the United States Government.

4. We both consider that the Minister's reaction was quite encouraging
and that our best chance of getting anywhere is to proceed «m the lines which
the Egyptians propose, by confidential Aagl«- American discussions with
them. Master's- views may not be the same, but I have heard of a Scripps
Howard report of an interview with him, published in t«day's American Press,
which apparently records him as going surprisingly far.

• Foreign Office please pass to Washington as my telegram Ns>. 211.

to

EBB
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FoetJai Ofgiet

ftmttor tof'1fS§
» ttmrftar 10» 19S5

462. of

Your telegram

Two Syrian Ministers with whom I • earlier this a.m.
already heard the gist of the Prime Minister's Mansion

speech from Near broadcasting station. Their attitude

Later I spoke as directed to the Acting Prime Minister. He
noted points to be stressed and together wf made translation of
the most important passages of the speech, copy of which I am
sending him and oihers0 It seemed interested In the idea and
promised It pit the matter to Hit President and Cabinet later
this jaoruing. He thought, howwsr, the Syrian Gwermaent would

unable to make official announcement favouring the plan
more precise details were available. I thereupon stated you

answer Syrian queries if
of being more precise at the present stage.

Foreign Office pass to Cairo and Jedcla as my telegrams 135
ait f f

[Repeated to Cairo .git Jedda]
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Addressed to Foreign Office telegram No. 270 of November 11.
R e peated fW information Saving to Benghazi.

Your telejram to Amman No. 740. Mansion House Speech.

I spwke t* the Libyan Prime Minister last night as instructed. He
welc«med the speech as c»nstructive and advanced «n Mr. Dulles' j»r«p»sal,
because mare concrete. He promised that the Libyan Government w*uld
w»rk far settlement •£ the dispute by mef «tiati*n rather than f«rce, but
warned that it would be difficult t« make pr*gress with«ut substantial b*rder
rectificati®ns (which w*uld facilitate settlement »f refugee pr«blem) and
change in the status *f Jerusalem.

2. Full text «f the speech was broadcast »ver Tripoli radi* last night
and appears prominently in t*>day's issue »f Government controlled
Tripoli papers.

T T T

* v
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Bs Olair .,_M,«.,̂  gORHg. OFflOi ... AljD

Mr. Seott , > RIC^UJ yff \ ' l i " i ' " i l ''iiji'''iiii'r''^"i-:iiii""Ti";i11

I®s::J§| D: 10.46 a.». 9o?mflMar 11, 1955
Narrator 11, 1fl§ H: 11.29 &.a* Moteafeer 11,

Office .tiJtftggaii IQ* $& ..of I@iriii?t3f 11.
f« iiformatloo Satisg to:

»•
L, Codel Geneva, Paris,

Half®* Benghazi., Tehran,
>.> ^

Baaasons, U.I. Del lew Tori, JtrautUft,
Karachi.

Your telegram Ho.743 to Amman.

Prime Minister's speech lias been widely and prominently
r©f ortet. it«nse of ielitery time tt» re|>@rtlif 'feas omiriei
over to today and comment, in tiro papers only, has been based
solely oi the first half of-the passages on the kiddle East.
Israelis' Ftfortet rejection ©f the Prime Minister's proposal*
is itll sowed this

Foreign Office please pass Sating to Amman, Bagdad, Cairo,
Jedda, Tripoli, Codel Geneva, Benghazi, Ankara, U.K. Del few York,
Washington, Paris, Tehran, Jerusalem and Karachi as my numbers
65, 43, §2, 44, 10, 5, 13* 15, 18, §7, 44, 21, 10 aid § respe@ti?elj.

[Repeated Saving to Amman, Bagdad, Cairo, Jedda, Tripoli,
Codel Geneva, Benghazi, Ankara, O.K. Del lew fork, Washington,
Paris, ft-aran, Jerusalem and eopies sent to ftlegr&fli Section
O.R.O. for repetition Saving to Karachi.]
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mm TO foiu®

IT-, Seett

11, 19 15*
1. 12.01 $.«. yovMfew ti t 1955,
I. 12.27 f.a. Hmribcr 11, 1955,

AiteiSiftd to foreign Offioe telegas Ho. 85$ qf
Safiug to ftmm,.

Bagdad,

11,

fel Aviv, Paviaf
Bi«®0isf Mvnv
Jutia, F,O.Itl»F,

Codel Oeneva, Karachi,

low «
•> \/~ * ̂  * •

In tht absenoe lu Cfeiro of t&e Itoistei? fcr Forctga
I saw Ilit Prim liilsler (h&tiii prtTiotisl|r sent
translatloi of extracts ffom Sir Anthou|- 8den*8

I«P») asd spoke

an Arabic
which

2. I. I»aat vtfUod that be bad st^ied text and feat acat to
the ©o»lisioa tlat altbotigb tbls offeyei wa verj saall sttp
f@rwar4» la tbat tbe Prime Minister had reeogttliad that the 1%7
resolitioi «f the Uaitei latious mist be takei is to iMMMnnt, it
was imfossiblt f«p him to accept ppincifle of negotiatiiif aumy
from th« letter «f these resolutions. Snob i.eg@tiatio»s womld
implicitly aiiit the ri^it ©f Israel to more thai the resolution
g&ve htrj aid that was not to be GGitemplated. SMoadly, I.
Iara» said that the Prime Minister had not iait aiy spttif ie
la-oposals for dealing . lith tte refugee problem flaaadial help
without tht right of repitriatioi ws no soltitioi, Hnallj,
he :sali. that he Go\ild not go in the face of reported adverse
ds@isi0t of the Irab League Co-QBoil in Cairo aal frelSstottf
oowwif in Iitbaiese Press, which ms hostile. Aad he ms
personally not oonvinoed of the value of negotiatiig at all.
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5. In the -course of a 40 minute discussion tm
him strongly to mate a ptiblie declaration of the fact that Sir
Anthony Men's proposal offered a basis from which to seek a
compromise; and pressed him to take a. realistic view of Israel's
existence, and necessity therefore for Arabs to move from their
rigid position, 1*. Karame showed himself unyielding. The fact
is that he toes not wish to find a solution nor dots he regard
the need for a settlement low as more urgent than before. He,
aid the great Rajority of the I»et>ane8ef are completely ofelitioas
of the dangers ©f Russian penetration in tie Middle East because
all their attention is concentrated on Israel. M. Karaae aided
that he rtgurttft Britain as a good aid well-tried friemd of tte
Arafcs, whereas American policy, with which we tried to keep in
step, woiM fee increasingly dominated for Best ytar hy Jtidsh
vote i» Frisi&mtial elections: and thereof distorted it
©f

4. I am afraid that I. Karame is a sraall nian and a prejudioad
one; ait I hate no hope that a Lebanese Government led by him
will take any helpful steps. I pressed him is the end at least
to acknowledge the Prime Minister's initiative aid to make a
further positive contribution himself by stating precisely on
what further poiits he -wished clarification toefore a fe&sis of
negotiation could be accepted. I have little hope however that
he will do evei this* I left him on the promise that he would
study the Prime Minister's speech further vdth his colleagues
aid let me know the result this week. I have also sent copies
of statemeit to Bresideit of the Lebanese Etpfelin with t «m*»
ing letter emphasizing points in telegram under reference.

• Foreign Of fiee pass Saving to Amman, Bagdad, Cairo, Jedda,
Tripoli, Godel Geneva, Benghazi, Ankara, U.K. Bel New York,
Washington , Paris, • Tehran, Jerusalem and Karachi as ay Saviig
telegrams ft* 42, ft, 43, 99 4, 12, 34, IT, 56, 43, 2f, 9
resfeetivelf*

CEeftattd Sating- to Anuus* Bagdad, Gairo, Jetiâ
Oottl ieieva, ieighaai, iifeara, U.E, Del lew T®rfet lashiigtoi
Ft3»isf fehrai., Jerusalem,}-

silt to felegraph "Seetloa 0,1,0. for refetitioB Sating
to JtoMihi. ]

. . .
Private Secre-ttry Mr.
itr 1. Gaccia lead Levant Department
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Mr. tfletolls 3,2 p,n, November 11, 1955
3,37 p.m. foiremtjer 11,

Novemtor 11, 1955,

Ajjgejgitl te.JfortiiD telegram .I©». .457 of
Rtpttttli for inforaatioc

ttltfrtm I®. 771i Print Mlulsttr's Spsech,

sjuells will lt« favDorall^ in|ressf
©a Cp*P asitel of 19̂ 7 Eesolution jmther than

^y stateitent that thf Icelaratlon
Prtlltlti fllreetefi to Israel it«i thtrofcra Rot to
in tent os thlx peiat,

2., The a&lB positive line shoali I sagpst toj

(a) tfee sp*«ete Is |»fllelt Is reeefoitiott ©f Htr Kaje«tjr'0
tkorcrament' s tollef that Isratl is here to stay and will,
©ace ptase is whi«TtI» to a fee tor 'of sta^lllt| and
p»op*tss la the Milalt

t©
a

wr IwitSlatt ©Ijtet is to get negotiations started.

will retail fall freeiom of ahoice ani will to atele
talks have sturtti, whether an ateeptahle topis
exists car whether she preftrs to let the present

©tttliwe with til its BB®ertaiitlt s asl ioeretsiof

©ffite ptw f«hifft©it. m it* llf,

'SO:
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V

-R
Itairiwr Ut 1953
November 11,

Repeated for information Saving to Washington Beirut
Cfcift

Early press reception of Prime Ministers speech has been

appear in most papers and It Is quoted at length is Jerusalem
f*

2* Ail ppt»
scribed to Kr. Share tt MI arrival at New York. He 1® said

(General Zionist) to law described Prime Minister's

other papers to tefi descrilsed the appeal for A compromise on
as w

Minister emphasised that it wms difficult to consider Britain as
an impartial mediator since Mi made it clear which compro-
mise lit aimed at".

tafcp) the Fiww tppai* to toft -feais» tbtlr •«•
Mr* Sharett. Haareta (Independent) finds no adY&nce

proposals, and suspects that the 1$ intandad to serre ' as
Hit aliM for Britain If the situation deteriorates,
an editorial suggests that the West plans to ap§ft«M the Arat
States and th&t the danger facing Israel does not hotl^r. the

of any \vestern Power. Lajaerhav depicts the
ii hostile to Israel and intended merely to sectire Britain^

in the rest of the Middle

to !msii,_BagdM,_Beirut, Cairo and Damascus as if Saving telegrams

, Aman, Bagdad.
" "itittsrosl
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FROM TEL AW T© F0R£l@tf

En Clair

Mr. Nichsll*

November 14* 1955

PRIORITY

FOREIGN QFFICK ANP
'WHITEHALL ©liTRIBUTIQN

»» 5.20p.m. November 14, If 55
U 7.16p.m. November 14, 1955

Addressed to Foreign Office telegram No. 47® of November 14.
Repeatedlor'llnlormation'to 'Washington '""'"""' " "uu" "" ' "" ' 'J'::::'r:L

and Saving t« 'Cairo Damascus
Beirut

l- UJU
ech!'My telegram No. 469. Guildhall Speechl

•WiN' .-•*'«'- .<-""'"'"
No papers*appeared on Saturday. Sunday papers dealt with the

speech prominently and fully. All agree that territory compromise is
unacceptable and the United Kingdom is universally criticized for having
suggested it. Three papers complain bitterly of a Middle Eastern Munich.

2. The Jerusalem Post said that concessions would only encourage
Egyptian demands, adding that Israel would not accept repair of Anglo-
Egyptian relations at its expense. Haaretm carried a report from its
London cerrespondent outlining Britain's firmer attitude towards Israel.
Bavar recounted bitterly Britain's role during the emergency *f Israel,
and contrasts her own inflexible attitude over Cyprus and Buraimi with her
readiness to compromise at the expense of .'If ra.el. Larnerhav thought
Britain was seeking United States support for the proposals, and feared
efforts to strengthen the Northern Tier, if not,the adoption »f a policy of
force (i. e. against Israel). The paper'* editorial developed the theme that
our aim is to strengthen our posUioa in the Middle East "through
appeasement of the Arab Rulers and tightening *f the noose on Israel's
neck" and called for military vigilance. The religious Hazofe justified
Israel's reaction and was opposed to the sacrifice of Israel to the
aggressor. He rut saw Israel menaced from all sides and called for
"liberating action".

Foreign Office pass Washington as my telegram No. 123 and to
Cairo, Amman, Damascus, Beirut, and Bagdad as my Saving telegrams
Nos. 3$, 37, 44, 54 and 32 respectively.

/"Repeated to Washington and Saving t* Cairo, Amman, Damascus,
•' Beirut and'Bagdad.,
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